Investigating the zoonotic origin of the West African Ebola epidemic
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Abstract

The severe Ebola virus disease epidemic occurring in West Africa stems from a single zoonotic transmission event to a 2-year-old boy in Meliandou, Guinea. We investigated the zoonotic origins of the epidemic using wildlife surveys, interviews, and molecular analyses of bat and environmental samples. We found no evidence for a concurrent outbreak in larger wildlife. Exposure to fruit bats is common in the region, but the index case may have been infected by playing in a hollow tree housing a colony of insectivorous free-tailed bats (Mops condylurus). Bats in this family have previously been discussed as potential sources for Ebola virus outbreaks, and experimental data have shown that this species can survive experimental infection. These analyses expand the range of possible Ebola virus sources to include insectivorous bats and reiterate the importance of broader sampling efforts for understanding Ebola virus ecology.
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Introduction

To date, five Ebola virus species have been described, with the highest case fatality rates caused by the Zaire Ebola virus (EBOV: ~88%). Since its discovery in 1976, EBOV has been responsible for several outbreaks in Central Africa. Although outbreaks likely have a zoonotic origin, it has rarely been possible to formally link EBOV outbreaks to a given animal reservoir. Thus, both EBOV ecology and factors facilitating their zoonotic transmission remain largely unknown. Two main modes of transmission into human populations have been suggested: either direct contact to a reservoir or contact to other wildlife that also contracts EBOV from the reservoir. Non-human primates and duikers are susceptible hosts for EBOV, yet the high pathogenicity of EBOV in both captive and wild populations suggests they do not represent...
the reservoir (Olival & Hayman, 2014). In contrast, some fruit (Epomorphus wahlbergi) and insectivorous bats (Chaerephon pumilus and Mops condylarus) have been shown to survive experimental EBOV infections (Swanepoel et al., 1996). Hints of active infections in wild populations have been revealed by sporadic EBOV RNA detection in three fruit bat species (Epomops franqueti, Hypsignathus monstrosus, and Myonycteris torquata; Leroy et al., 2005) as well as antibody detection in those species and Eidolon helvum, Epomorphus gambianus, Micropteropus pusillus, Mops condylarus, Rousettus aegyptiacus, and Rousettus leschenaultii (Olival & Hayman, 2014). This suggests bats may be an EBOV reservoir. Further, direct infection by bats is plausible, given that bats, especially fruit bats, are frequently hunted and consumed as bushmeat (Mickleburgh et al., 2009).

Since December 2013, a severe epidemic of Ebola virus disease (EVD) caused by EBOV has been occurring in West Africa (Baize et al., 2014). While there is some epidemiological evidence that a member of the Ebola virus genus may have circulated in Guinea before (Boiro et al., 1987; Schoepf et al., 2014), the current epidemic represents the first proven emergence of Zaire Ebola virus in West Africa (Calvignac-Spencer et al., 2014; Dudas & Rambaut, 2014). Epidemiological and genomic analyses suggest a single zoonotic transmission event followed by subsequent human-to-human transmission (Gire et al., 2014). The index case was a 2-year-old boy, who lived in Meliandou, a small village near Guéckédou in the Republic of Guinea (Supplementary Information, section A; Baize et al., 2014). We confirm the index case but present a slightly different timeline of subsequent transmission (Supplementary Information, section B). From there, the virus spread into other areas of Guinea and then Sierra Leone, Liberia, Nigeria, Senegal, USA, Spain, and Mali, representing the largest ever recorded outbreak with 17,145 cases and 6,070 deaths (as of December 3, 2014; World Health Organization, http://www.who.int/csr/disease/ebola/situation-reports/en/). We led a 4-week field mission in southeastern Guinea in April 2014, just after EBOV was confirmed as the cause of this epidemic, to examine human exposure to bats and other bushmeat, survey local wildlife in the last remaining forests of the area, and capture and sample bats in the index village as well as in neighboring forests (Fig 1).

Results

Our surveys of the remaining large mammals in the only two protected areas in proximity to Meliandou (Fig 1A) suggest they have not experienced a major decline; in fact, carnivore and chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes verus) populations may have increased (Fig 2; Supplementary Table S1; Supplementary Information, section C). This contrasts with observations made during previous EBOV outbreaks, which reported a heavy toll on wild great apes (Walsh et al., 2003). Regional authorities, hunters, and women of the village stated that primates are rare in southeastern Guinea and that the few that remain are difficult to hunt. Most large game consumed in the region arrives smoked, from distant regions such as the Fouta Djallon in northwestern Guinea, and Liberia, making it an unlikely source of infection. Would contaminated fresh bushmeat have been brought to the village by a hunter, the latter would likely be among the first cases, as observed in several outbreaks in the Congo Basin (Georges et al., 1999; Khan et al., 1999; Leroy et al., 2004; World Health Organization, http://www.who.int/media-centre/news/ebola/2-september-2014/en/). However, only children and women presented symptoms or died in the beginning of the current epidemic, and the sole survivor of the index case’s family is the father, who had not lived in household for several years and was reported never to have been a hunter. Collectively, this suggests that larger wildlife did not serve as an intermediate amplifier leading to the infection of the index case.

In contrast, bat hunting was commonly described in the region. Men of Meliandou and six other neighboring villages reported opportunistically hunting fruit bats throughout the year.
remained (Fig 3C and D). Villagers reported that it burned on March 24, 2014 and that once the tree caught fire, a “rain of bats” started and a large number of bats were collected for consumption (see Materials and Methods). The bats were described as *lolibelo*, that is, small, smelly bats with a long tail. We found no evidence of additional zoonotic transmission events stemming from the consumption of these bats, but villagers reported disposing of them after a ban on bushmeat consumption was announced the following day. Deep sequencing of a short 16S mitochondrial DNA fragment amplified from ash and soil samples collected within and around this burned tree revealed that five of 11 samples contained sequences that could be assigned to *Mops condylurus* (100% identity; Supplementary Fig S2, Supplementary Information, section E). This species matches the description provided by villagers.

**Discussion**

Collectively, our results allow us to exclude the hypothesis that a major die-off in wildlife led to the human epidemic and to pinpoint two hypotheses implicating bats:

**H1** Fruit bats, the commonly suspected EBOV reservoir, are hunted for their meat in the region. We captured fruit bats directly in Meliandou, suggesting transmission from a fruit bat reservoir may have been possible (Leroy et al, 2005).

**H2** Consumption of fruit bats in the household is an unlikely source of infection for the index case; no hunters were members of this household and a food item-borne transmission would likely have affected adults before or concurrently with the index case. Under the assumption that the 2-year-old boy was indeed the index case, a source of infection unrelated to food items consumed in the home might be more plausible. The close proximity of a hollow tree housing a large colony of free-tailed bats (i.e., insectivorous bats), of a species for which serological evidence also suggests EBOV exposure (Pourrut et al, 2009), provided opportunity for infection. Children regularly caught and played with bats in this tree. Free-tailed bats were suggested as a source for the first *Sudan Ebola virus* outbreaks (World Health Organization/International Study Team, 1978). Risk of infection via exposure to high-density bat colonies is well documented for the Marburg virus (MARV), a virus also in the *Filoviridae* family (Amman et al, 2012).

Our findings support the idea that bats were the source of the current EVD epidemic in West Africa and enlarge the list of plausible reservoirs to include insectivorous bats. Future sampling campaigns, in-depth serological studies, and modeling efforts should take into account the possibility that fruit bats may not always be the ultimate source of EVD outbreaks.

We note that culling or eviction attempts that targeted bat colonies to mitigate human–wildlife conflicts and reduce disease transmission were frequently unsuccessful; in some cases, even producing effects opposite to those desired by the initiative (Amman et al, 2014). Health education initiatives should inform the public about the disease risk posed by bats, but also that these animals perform crucial ecosystem services with direct and invaluable benefits to humans, while providing methods for minimizing contact...
with bats. Similarly, while the village of Meliandou had the misfortune to be where the zoonotic transmission event occurred, care needs to be taken to avoid retribution attacks and stigmatization of the region.

Materials and Methods

We established a multidisciplinary field team, consisting of an anthropologist to examine human exposure to bats and other bushmeat in the region, ten ecologists to survey local wildlife, and four veterinarians to capture and sample bats in the index village as well as bats and other wildlife in neighboring forests (Fig 1). Detailed methods are provided in the Supplementary Information.

Permissions

We conducted this mission on behalf of the Ministère de l’Environnement et des Eaux et Forêts, and we benefited greatly from the
support of local representatives in Guéckédou and Macenta. Other public institutions such as the Direction Préfectorale de la Santé of Guéckédou (DPS; the prefectural Guinean public health directorate) were extremely helpful, particularly in providing information about the index location of the outbreak. To the best of our abilities, we have communicated results and impressions back to local authorities and villagers.

Anthropological investigations

Through a combination of informal discussions, formal interviews and direct observations with hunters, their families and bushmeat sellers, we gathered information on who in the region is involved in hunting, hunting methods as well as meat conservation and preparation methods. To identify the particular species hunted, we used pictures and description of bat vocalizations, morphology, and behavior.

Larger mammal density and abundance

To evaluate whether a decline in wildlife abundance has occurred concurrently or shortly preceding the current EBOV outbreak, we conducted a wildlife survey using line transects (Buckland et al., 2005). The Ziama Biosphere Reserve and the Classified Forest of Diécké had previously been surveyed in 2010–2011 by members of our team (Fig 1A). Using the same protocol as in the previous surveys, we repeated these surveys, recording all signs of large mammals. We then compared the transect sign counts between the two time periods using generalized linear models (GLM; McCullagh & Nelder, 1989; Hicks et al, 2014).

Bat capture, sampling, and species identification

Bats were captured with 12-m mist nets at different heights in Meliandou (8.62243°N, 10.06462°W) and the neighboring village Kagbadou (8.64837°N, 10.05596°W) as well as Kéléma (8.30957°N, 10.69256°W) and Ziama Biosphere Reserve (8.37695°N, 9.30524°W; N = 169; Fig 1A). Bats were euthanized according to standard protocols. Blood and tissue samples were collected, and aliquots were preserved in RNALater, liquid nitrogen, and 10% neutral buffered formalin. Bats were initially identified based on morphology in the field; preliminary identifications were confirmed in the laboratory by sequencing a fragment of the mitochondrial cytchrome b gene (Supplementary Table S3; Supplementary Information, section D).

Safety procedures

Capture and handling of animals and samples was only conducted by trained people. Personnel safety equipment for capture included strong leather gloves, goggles, and masks. Necropsies were carried out wearing an all-over-body-suit (Tyvec), FFP 3 safety mask, face shield, arm protection, and doubled gloves. All other non-disposable equipment was disinfected with potassium hypochlorite (0.5%). Nets were disinfected every night after use with potassium hypochlorite. All rubbish and carcasses were burned after sampling and residual sharps were buried.

The paper explained

Problem

Ebola virus disease (EVD) epidemics are of zoonotic origin, to current knowledge transmitted to human populations either by direct contact to the suspected reservoir, bats, or through contact to larger wildlife susceptible to infection with Ebola viruses. This second infection route is responsible for the majority of zoonotic transmissions in Central Africa where Ebola viruses have caused large epidemics in great apes and duikers, leading to enhanced risk of exposure for humans. It is known that the current EVD epidemic sweeping West Africa started in southeastern Guinea, but the nature of the initial zoonotic event remains undetermined.

Results

We monitored larger wildlife in the only two protected areas in southeastern Guinea and found no evidence for a concurrent outbreak in larger wildlife. We also led detailed investigations in the index village. Noteworthy, Meliandou is not located in or near a pristine forest, but in a heavily human-modified landscape dominated by plantations, which represents “modern” African settings. Interviews with locals revealed that exposure to fruit bats through hunting is common although no large colony was reported. Children were also reported to hunt bats, especially insectivorous bats living in or nearby villages. Interestingly, children of Meliandou, including the index case (a 2-year-old boy), used to play in and around a large hollow tree housing a colony of insectivorous free-tailed bats (Hipposideros cyclops). This may have resulted in massive exposure to bats and have created a situation similar to the one described for Marburg virus for which transmission from bats to humans has occurred in caves occupied by large bat colonies.

Impact

Our results provide an overview of the human–wildlife interface at the index location of the current EVD epidemic in West Africa and expand the range of plausible Ebola virus sources to include insectivorous bats.

EBOV PCR analyses

Bat RNA extracts were tested for the presence of EBOV RNA following the protocol by Panning et al (2007).

Soil DNA analyses

Tree ashes and soil samples were collected with single-use plastic spoons from the trunk and around a recently burnt tree nearby the home of the index case that was reported to have housed a large colony of bats as well as from another hollow tree in the periphery of the village inhabited by Hipposideros cyclops. DNA extracts were screened for mammal DNA using a PCR system amplifying a short 16S mitochondrial DNA fragment (Supplementary Table S3; Supplementary Information, section E; Taylor, 1996; Boessenkool et al, 2012; Calvignac-Spencer et al, 2013). PCR products were then indexed for multiplex sequencing on an Illumina MiSeq platform. High-quality reads were selected and assigned to vertebrate species using custom bioinformatics scripts.

Supplementary information for this article is available online: http://embomolmed.embopress.org
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